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Key Findings

- Political interest has decreased and plateaued post-Arab Spring in the Middle East and North Africa, possibly due to political fatigue. Moving from 2006-2013 to 2016-2018, citizens reporting interest in politics has decreased by 11 points. In spite of this, MENA citizens are more informed about political events in their countries relative to their interest in politics. Those with higher education were more likely to be politically informed and interested, but no consistent trend was found across age groups.

- Across MENA, citizens have been consistently finding politics too complicated (74 percent in 2018). Besides highly educated Egyptians and Kuwaitis who had greater ease in navigating politics, only minor differences were observed across years, education levels and age groups.

- Almost all MENA Internet users use social media for at least 2 hours a day, with nearly half of them being heavy users. Facebook has the largest and widest spread of users, capturing 74 percent of the region’s Internet users.

- Social media has captured a significant share of the political information market, with 36 percent of MENA citizens citing social media as their primary source of information for breaking news. Five-in-ten of both youth and those with higher education preferred using social media to tune into political events. Greater trust in social media over traditional media varied greatly across countries, potentially due to the differences in level of state-control of the latter.

- Overall, these findings from nationally representative public opinion surveys carried out by the Arab Barometer carry important implications for the future use of social media in mobilizing Arab citizens in political causes.
Political interest in the MENA region has experienced a noticeable decline. While the percentage of citizens saying they are interested in politics held steady at 38 percentage points from 2006 to 2013, this figure plateaued to 27 percent in 2016 and 2018. This drop may likely be due to fatigue post-Arab Spring in 2013 as citizens may have become apathetic towards political prospects. The bottom ranked countries - Egypt, Libya and Algeria - are experiencing prolonged political contestations even today, which may constitute a disappointing outcome for many citizens.

Among countries surveyed, Palestine has the highest percentage of citizens interested in politics (35 percent) while Algeria has the lowest (19 percent). These figures remain relatively unchanged since 2016, where both countries also occupied the highest and lowest rankings respectively (with Palestine reporting 37 percent of its citizens interested in politics and Algeria 17 percent).

When asked about their knowledge about political events in their respective nations, Palestine records the highest percentage of citizens reporting being well-
informed (61 percent). However, variation between countries were substantial. Morocco has only 34 percent of its citizens saying they are well-informed about political events, while other nations had percentages ranging from 39 percent (Algeria) to 57 percent (Sudan).

Although many nations report higher levels of being informed about politics, all report distinctively lower interest in politics. Ranging from a 10-point difference (Morocco) to 28-point difference (Sudan), MENA citizens overall claim to be more well-informed about political events but are less interested in the events themselves. This trend suggests that being more well-informed may not necessarily lead to greater reported interest in politics.

However, there are considerable differences for both interest and being informed about politics between education levels. Interest in politics is greater among those with higher education than those with secondary education and below in surveyed countries (except Algeria), with differences as large as 27 points (Egypt) and as small as 1 point (Libya). Similarly, those with higher education were more
well-informed about politics than those with secondary education and below. While small differences were found in Algeria (1 point) and Libya (5 points), other nations saw substantial gaps of being informed about politics between education levels. Ranging from differences of 10 points (Lebanon and Palestine) up to 31 points (Egypt), citizens with secondary education or below are much less willing to agree that they are well-informed about politics.

Across both education levels, the percentage of MENA citizens interested in politics is still lower than the percentage of citizens saying they are well-informed about politics. Among those with higher education, the gap between being well-informed about politics and being interested in politics is highest in Kuwait (32 points) and lowest in Morocco (11 points). Among those with secondary education or below, the aforementioned gap is highest in Palestine (29 points) and lowest in Morocco (9 points).

Less consistent patterns were found between age groups. Fewer youth reported interest in politics than their older counterparts in all but two surveyed countries (Egypt and Lebanon, where youth were more interested in politics than those above 30 years old by 6 points and 1 point respectively). Lower interest in politics among youth, however, varied from 9 points (Palestine) to 2 points (Libya, Morocco and Sudan).

Similarly, being well-informed about politics is not consistent among age groups. Only in Egypt (12 points) did a noticeable higher percentage of youth agree that they were well-informed about politics than older citizens. Similar but not substantial differences were also found among youth in Morocco (1 point) and Yemen (1 point). Elsewhere in the region, youth are less informed about political events than their older counterparts, with differences ranging from 12 points (Palestine and Tunisia) to 3 points (Algeria).

In sum, age is a striking feature mainly in Egypt and Palestine. While Egyptian youth are more interested in politics and are more well-informed, Palestinian...
youth report opposite patterns. As Egypt’s political climate has been considerably turbulent in the past decade, youth may be more politically engaged due to realistic possibilities of change. Youth in Palestine, on the other hand, may be disillusioned by their country’s political stalemate that presents fewer opportunities for political advancement.

Complicated Politics

Despite the unfolding of major political events in many MENA nations in the past decade, citizens have not noticeably changed their belief that politics are too complicated for them to understand. While a minor decrease in percentage of citizens saying politics is too complicated is noted in 2018 (5 percent), seven-in-ten citizens across the region have consistently agreed that politics is beyond their comprehension.
Percentage of citizens agreeing that politics are too complicated ranged from 81 percent (Yemen) to 66 percent (Algeria). Yemen’s ongoing, complex civil war may possibly be a reason why its citizens find it difficult to understand political events comprehensively. Among countries also surveyed in 2016, a number had noticeably fewer citizens reporting politics are too complicated in 2018. The percentage of citizens saying they cannot understand politics reduced in Tunisia (20 points), Morocco (9 points) and Algeria (7 points).

No substantial differences in believing that politics are too complicated are noticeable between education levels nor age groups. Only in Egypt and Kuwait did considerably fewer citizens with higher education agree that politics are too complicated (11 points). Overall, citizens across MENA experience difficulties with understanding their nations’ political events regardless of education or age.

**Users of Social Media**

---

[Graph showing the percentage of citizens agreeing that politics are too complicated, categorized by education and age, with data from Arab Barometer V.]

---

[Graph showing hours spent on social media, with data from Internet users n=19,375, noting that weighted estimates were used, source: Arab Barometer V.]
Of the Internet users in MENA (71 percent of the region), 94 percent spend at least 2 hours a day on social media, signalling that Internet usage has become nearly synonymous with social media usage. Among Internet users, a substantial portion (46 percent) are heavy social media users (spending 5 hours and above).

Among social media users, those with higher education report greater heavy usage (52 percent) compared to those with secondary education and below (41 percent). Conversely, those with secondary education and below are found to use social media slightly more moderately (2 hours in a day) than those with higher education (+7 points). This demonstrates that education attainment may be associated with the level of social media usage particularly among heavy users.

The difference in the duration of social media usage is greater between age groups. Six-in-ten (61 percent) of 18 to 30-year-olds report heavy usage of social media, while the same is found among only three-in-ten (34 percent) of those above 30 years old. Likewise, moderate usage (2 hours in a day) is more frequent among those above 30 years old than 18 to 30-year-olds (+22 points).
Among social media platforms, Facebook captures the largest share of Internet users with 74 percent saying they are active Facebook users. Facebook usage is particularly high in Egypt (92 percent) and is similarly popular among most MENA nations. Yemen and Kuwait are exceptions with only 36 percent and 26 percent respectively of their Internet users reporting active usage of Facebook. As Facebook requires faster bandwidth connection and larger data usage, Yemen’s war-stricken population may not be able to access its services.

In contrast, text-messaging service WhatsApp is more frequently used among Yemeni citizens with 46 percent of Internet users reporting active usage. This greater usage may be due to WhatsApp being easily accessible among those with low-bandwidth connections and smaller data quotas. However, WhatsApp’s popularity varies greatly among MENA nations. Although widely used among Internet users in Lebanon and Kuwait (90 and 88 percent respectively), WhatsApp is barely used in Tunisia (8 percent). Alternative text-messaging services, such as Short Message Service (SMS) provided by mobile network providers, may be widely used instead.
YouTube and Instagram, both primarily entertainment platforms, varies in popularity among MENA Internet users. While Youtube is widely used in French-speaking Morocco (76 percent) and Algeria (73 percent), it is less used in other nations ranging from 51 percent in Egypt to 3 percent in Yemen. Instagram also receives less users overall, with usage ranging from 41 percent in Morocco to 2 percent in Yemen. Kuwait stands out as the exception with 73 percent of Internet users frequenting Instagram.

Despite being hailed as an important factor in the Arab Spring, Twitter captures barely a tenth of Internet users in seven out of 12 nations surveyed. Only in Kuwait (69 percent), Egypt (29 percent) and Lebanon (24 percent) does Twitter capture at least a quarter of Internet users. Snapchat enjoys fewer users, with only Kuwait having six-in-ten of Internet users using the messaging application.

Sources of Information for Political Events
Social media is a major source of information for citizens, rivalling traditional media and successfully outranking face-to-face conversations. When asked which primary medium is used to follow breaking news, television was still cited as the main source of information (44 percent). Social media, while at second place, also had a great share of the information market (36 percent). This finding is unsurprising given that television is controlled strictly by the state in many MENA countries and citizens may prefer less censored mediums of information. The role of social media in organizing and mobilizing citizens in Arab Spring protests may also have normalized its usage.

Stark differences in the use of social media as a primary source of information exist between nations. While 64 percent of Kuwaitis primarily turn to social media for information, only 21 percent of Sudanese citizens do the same. Lebanon, despite having one of the highest internet penetration rates in MENA, only has 33 percent of its citizens use social media as their primary information source.

Additionally, substantial differences in demographics are noticeable between primary subscribers of television and social media. A remarkably higher percentage
of those with higher education than those with secondary education or below use social media as a primary source of information, with differences ranging from 47 points (Morocco) to 4 points (Kuwait).

Similarly, social media is used more among youth than their older counterparts. The difference in social media’s role as a primary information source between those between 18-30 and those above 30 years old range between 53 points (Morocco) to 15 points (Lebanon). Overall, youth and highly educated individuals preferred social media to traditional sources. Morocco, in particular, stands out by having the greatest polarization between these demographic groups.

Despite great social media uptake in the region, trust in social media varies greatly across MENA nations. While half of Lebanese citizens trust social media more than newspapers or television, only three-in-ten Yemeni citizens expressed the same. Although Lebanon is noted to have one of the most liberal television industry in the region and lower usage of social media as a primary information source, a majority find social media more trustworthy. In Yemen and Libya, trust in traditional media still prevails over trust in social media despite stricter state-controlled television networks.
Among the youth and those with higher education, trust in social media follows a similar trend as the use of social media as a primary source of information. In all surveyed nations except for Kuwait, those with higher education have greater trust in social media than those with only secondary education or below. This difference is greatest in Morocco (+46 points) and less so in Sudan (+2 points). Egypt has the highest percentage of highly educated individuals trusting social media more than traditional sources (76 percent).

Youth have greater trust in social media than their older peers, most notably in Morocco (+50 points) and less so in Jordan (+6 points). Morocco and Egypt have the highest percentage of youth trusting social media more than traditional sources (72 percent and 70 percent respectively).

In Egypt, it is likely that both the state-monopoly of traditional media as well as the important role social media played in its Arab Spring protests contributed to the strong use and trust in social media. While Morocco may not share similar experiences, those with higher education and youth may have greater access and exposure to foreign forms of social media due to its linguistic diversity.

Thus, social media has captured a significant share of the information economy in MENA. Consistent higher usage and trust of social media among youth and those with higher education signal important shifts in how political information is distributed and consumed.
Conclusion

While interest in politics is declining among MENA citizens, the significant use and trust of social media especially among the youth and highly educated individuals sign both opportunities and challenges for the future. On one hand, social media represents an important medium for information dissemination outside of state-controlled channels. On the other hand, social media’s open-sourced nature opens possibilities for greater polarization among political factions. Understanding these inputs will be important to navigate the way various ideologies capture support among citizens.

Additionally, not all social media platforms are created equal. While the dominance of Facebook as the leading platform carries strong potential for assisting the organization and collectivization of civil groups in MENA, its role as a communication gatekeeper gives significant power to its policies and regulations.

The Arab Barometer also observes substantive differences in trends of political engagement and social media usage between countries. The gap between political interest and being informed about political events denote that there is much left desired by Arab citizens. These findings suggest that the interaction between social media use and political interest is a crucial lever that calls for further investigation.
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